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Join Mouse fromÃ‚Â If You Give a Mouse a CookieÃ‚Â as he goes on an Easter egg hunt! Who is

hiding eggs in MouseÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s house? This adorable board book combines an engaging Easter

theme with a story about colors! This board book with sturdy pages is perfect for toddlers, who will

enjoy the simple introduction to colors and counting. Each page has one or two sentences and

points out a different color and number of eggs.Starring the ever-popular Mouse, this is

aÃ‚Â colorful and fun addition to a little one's Easter basket.
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Join Mouse from If You Give a Mouse a Cookie as he tries to figure out who's leaving Easter eggs

all over his house!

Laura Numeroff is the New York Times bestselling author of many books for young readers in

addition to the If You GiveÃ¢â‚¬Â¦series, including The Chicken Sisters and Laura
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the contemporary classic Big Red Barn. She lived for many years in New York and currently lives in
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My 2 1/2 year old twins love the Mouse books and when I saw this book, I had to get it. It's perfect

for young children because it has a simple and easy to follow storyline. The board book is great

because it's sturdy and should withstand the toddler years. I like the story because it combines an

Easter egg hunt with colors and counting. Each page has one or two sentences and points out a

different color and number of eggs. I highly recommend this book to any Mouse fan!

My toddler (almost 2 yr old boy) is really into books and this one is his newest favorite. I always

have to read it at least twice in a row!It is a well made board book with nice pictures and colors. It's

not too busy but very detailed. And there is a nice surprise at the end when we discover just WHO

has been hiding these eggs all over the house! haha

I bought this to put in my daughter's Easter Basket (shes 4). I bought it thinking it was similar to the

other story line...of giving a mouse a cookie, and then seeing the chain of events afterwards. But

this is not that. It's just the same mouse, but that's it. Maybe it says that on the description, but I

didn't see it. My daughter still enjoyed the book. It was just a short read...So just so others are

aware...if you're expecting that storyline, this is not the same. But it was great for her basket and

we've already read it 10 times (so she must like it). =)

This book is more of a picture book then a story really. That being said, babies do like to look at

stuff! I got this for my nephew and I am sure he enjoyed it... I can't be sure as he doesn't talk yet

:pNow this isn't no If You Give A Mouse A Cookie, from when I was a lil kid but hey I think it's worth

the money to get your kid/relative!

This is not written the way most of the other mouse/moose etc. books are written. He basically finds

different numbers of different colored eggs. Its probably a cuter book for 2 year olds but my 4 year

old was disappointed with the lack of silly shenanigans that the mouse usually gets into. Just a

heads up in case anyone is buying it for the reason I wanted it. But overall it is still a cute,basic book

for little kids/toddlers.

My 6 month old loves these mouse books! We've been getting him one for every holiday. They are



so cute! (And not too many words, some longer books he gets bored with before we can finish. But

these are perfect!)

It's a Mouse book about Easter eggs and their different colors and helping out the Easter bunny!

What more need I say? If your child likes the other books in the Mouse series, he/she will like this

one, too. Nothing religious in it, strictly the secular celebration with bunny, baskets, and eggs. My

grandsons loved it.

Cute book to address numbers and colors. Detailed illustrations though some parts of drawings are

recycled from other mouse books. My kids enjoyed this sturdy board book.I rely heavily on  reviews

when making purchases so I try to be as forthright and thorough as possible. If you found this

review helpful, please indicate so below.
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